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. Nilleteen IC Students R. H_ofStadter us Air Force Band. 
'T D D Q . - To Give Lecture 
o H~~:~an:~ To ~~~ote ~~~~s~~ .. ~~f~ TO Appear at Ithaca 
will lecture on "Anti-Intellect-
of Music at I.C., will feature ualism 1n American Life" at 
soloist Eve Eveland, Physical Ithaca College Thursday evening, 
Education Senior, as the Black April 21, at 8:15 in Egbert 
One. The Ithaca High School Union. He was presented a Pul-
Orchestra, under the baton of itzer Prize and the Emerson . 
the composer, will accompany Award of Phi Beta Kappa for I 
Nineteen Ithaca College stu-
~,- dents will be among the forty r dancers appearing in a Spring 
· Performance of the Vergiu 
Cornea Dance Company, at 8:15 
p.m. Saturday evening (April 
16) at the Kulp Auditorium of 
Ithaca High School. 
Henry Mandel will dance the 
title role in Cornea's version of 
"Don Quixote," with Kevin Cot. 
ter as Sancho Panza; both are 
Juniors in Drama. Barbara Theu-
sen, who was a special student 
in Drama two years ago, will re-
turn to dance the role of Dul-
cinea. Music is by Dmitri Kaba-
levsky and Arain Kbatcbaturian. 
Other I.C. students appear-
ing in the ballet are Kathy 
Bishop, Alice Cohen,· Cynthia 
Judd, Mary McLain, Jeanne 
Merritt, Geraldine Palmer, 
t 1' Peggy Schoditsch, and Carol 
the ballet, choreographed by bis book of the same title. I 
Alice Reid. f d ,. 
Also on the program will be a ~r. Ho s!a ter bas won two 1 
, ,, Pulitzer prizes. The other was 
new solo, 'Fable, by the com- f h' b k "Tb A f R 
, ti r di t Pr f or IS oo , e ge o e-pany s ar s 1c rec or, o . f ,, H . th tho f 
Vergiu Cornea of the Speech 0ri;1· th e ;;5 kse au r O sev-
and Drama department, to music era O er 00 • 
by Serge Rachmaninoff. He ls DeWitt Clinton Profes-
The company, in its fourth sor of History at Columbia Uni-
year of performance, is a re- versity, a position be has held 
gional, voluntary, non-profit for the past two decades. He 
group, organized to give area has taught at a number of educa-
dancers an opportunity to per- tional institutions, including 
form in original ballets of a high Cambridge University and Salz-
artistic level. Its repertoire in- burg Seminar in Salzburg, Aus-
eludes a wide range of styles, in- tria. 
eluding theatricalized national He received the B.A. degree 
dances, modern dance, jazz mod- from the University of Buffalo 
em, and classical ballet. and the M.A. and Ph.D. degrees 
Its business and supporting from Columbia. 
body is the Ballet Guild of 
Singing Sargeants To Be Featured 
Director Graduate of I.C. 
Two prominent graduates of 
Ithaca College will return to the 
campus Thursday evening, April 
22, when the United States Air 
Force Band will give a free pub-
lic concert in the Ford Hall 
auditorium at 8:15. 
They are Major Arnald D. 
Gabriel, commander and con-
ductor of the band, and Captain 
Franklin J. Lockwood, assistant 
conductor of the band and di-
rector of the Singing Sergeants; 
the choral group which will ap-
pear with the band. 
In addition to their Thursday 
evening concert, the Band will 
present a different program at 
Ithaca High School in the after-
noon. 
·- Schoen. Also Gilbert Brand, Don 
Croll, John Dunbar Cooper, Bill 
Duncan, Charles Esposito, Dennis 
Florczak, Jeff Kramer and Sal 
Mistretta.. 
The dance premiere of "Bal-
let Suite," to an original score 
by SQJlford . :Reunmg, Instructor 
Ithaca, Inc. Tickets for the per- His lecture is part of the Dis-
formance are on sale at Egbert tinguished Visitor Lecture Series 
Union, Mayer's Smoke Shop, and of Egbert Union ·Board and is 
Cornell's Willard Straight Ad- under the auspices of the College The Singing Sergeants ·under tlie direction of I.C. graduate 
mission is $1.25 for adults and Center of the Finger Lakes. · Franklin J. Lockwood. 
Major Gabriel is the youngest 
of today's major military band 
conductors, and previously has 
been the conductor of the U.S. 
Air Force Military Academy 
Band, the Tactical Air Command 
Band, the Air Force E.~l!e 
Band, and others. He has been 
decorated by several European 
countries and is the holder of 
the Legion of Merit, the second 
highest peacetime award of the 
U.S. government. 
75, for students. 
Henry Mandel as Don Quixote, Barbara Theusen as Dulcinea, 
and Kevin Mottner as Sancho Panza, rehearse for the ballet 
"Don Quixote." 
. gnace Jan Paderewski 
·Honored With Memorial 
·, 
A memorial room which will 
onor Ignace Jan Paderewski, 
ous musician, humanitarian 
Ind statesman, is being planned 
by Ithaca College in its new 
usic building. , 
The room will be a tribute to 
e man often described as the 
ost famous pianist since Liszt, 
ho came to Ithaca College a 
months after its founding-
the Ithaca Conservatory of 
ic-and gave a recital of 
distinction. 
. A number of leading Polish 
anizations in this country as 
ll as individuals of Polish des-
t have indicated an interest 
the Paderewski Memorial 
. 111. which the College hopes 
, have ready by next year. 
Paderewski was 33 years old 
n he presented bis recital 
a few months after the 
a Conservatory of Music 
opened its doors in the fall of 
1892. The recital was given on 
February 28, 1893. 
Paderewski was already ack-
nowledged to be one of the 
(Continued on page 6) 
Ithaca Campus 
To be Featured 
Ithaca College will be featured 
in next Sunday's (April 17) issue 
of "Empire," the color roto-
gravure magazine of the Syra-
cuse Herald American. The dra-
matic growth of the College on 
its new South Hill site is des-
cribed by Richard Case, educa-
tion writer of the. Herald Ameri-
can. The illui;trations, including 
the cover picture in color of one 
of the tower dormitories, are by 
Dick Bandy, the magazine's 
photographer. 
Competition for '66-'67 
Grants Will Open May 1 
Are you qualified for grad-
uate· study abroad? 
The competition for the 1967-
68 United States Government 
graduate grants for academic 
study or research abroad, and 
for professional training in the 
creative and performing arts, 
will open officially on May 1st, 
the Institute of International 
Education (IIE) announced today. 
IlE conducts competitions for 
U.S. Government scholarships 
provided by the Fulbright-Hays 
Act as part of the educational 
and cultural exchange program 
of the U.S. Department of State. 
Under this program, more than 
850 American graduate students 
will have the opportunity to 
study in any one of 53 countries. 
The purpose of the awards is to 
increase mutual understanding 
between the people of the U.S. 
and other countries through the 
exchange of persons, knowledge 
and skills. . 
have at least two years of ·pro-
fessional experience after the 
Master of Social Work degree. 
Applicants in the field of medi-
(Continued on page 2) 
$3000ToBe 
Awarded By 
Campus Chest: 
Ithaca College upperclassmen 
will receive about $3,000 in 
scholarships next semester from 
the Campus Chest. The organiza-
tion will distribute $500 in the 
name of Jon Zuris, $1,00 in the 
name of Campus Chest, and hope-
fully, another $1,500 will be 
available in the form of the 
Ithacan.Campus Chest work 
scholarship which sells Ithacan 
subscriptions to alumni and par-
ents. 
Recipients of the Ithacan-Cam-
pus Chest work scholarship are 
already being i_nterviewed. Ap-
plications for the Zuris and Cam-
pus Chest scholarships are avail-
31 Students 
Rehearsing for 
Annual Musical 
Thirty-one students have be-
gun rehearsing on the annual 
musical, "Carnival," which will 
be presented at the College's 
downtown theatre during the 
week of May 16 through 21. 
They are working on the dia-
logue, songs and dances for the 
production which first appeared 
on Broadway five years ago, 
starring Anna Maria Alberghetti, 
and which was a major bit. 
"Carnival," sometimes referred 
to as "America's magical musi-
cal," concerns an orphan girl, 
Lili, who joins the Cirque de 
Paris and falls in love with the 
puppets in the midway. 
Musical direction is by Robert 
Prins, associate professor of 
music; and staging is under the 
direction of Rozert Bardwell, as-
sistant professor of drama. Vir-
giu Cornea, assistant professor 
of drama, will create the dances; 
and settings and lighting is be-
ing designed by Peter M. For-
ward of the Speech and Drama 
department. 
Candidates who wish to apply 
for an award must be U.S. citi-
zens at the time of application, 
have a bachelor's degree or its 
equivalent by the beginning date 
of the grant and, in most cases, 
be proficient in the language 
of the host country. Selections 
will be made on the basis of aca-
demic and/or professional rec-
ord, the feasibility of the appli-
cant's proiiosed study plan and 
personal qualifications. Prefer-
ence is given to candidates who 
have not had prior opportunity 
for extended study or residence 
abroad and who are under the 
age of 35. , 
able at the Information Desk and --------------. 
Creative and perfonning artists 
will not be required to have a 
bachelor's degree but they must 
have four years of professional 
study or equivalent experience. 
Applicants in social work must 
must be returned by Friday, April 
22 to Box L-50 in the Union. 
Barry Rosenblood, Campus 
Chest treasurer stressed the fact 
that a detailed financial state-
ment must be given with each ap-
plication. 'There is no set limit to 
the amount of money we can give 
out," he .said, "but in fairness to 
all the candidates we must know 
how much each person needs." 
Need is a main factor of con-
sideration in choosing recipients 
of this scholarship, as well as the 
applicant's participation in extra-
curricular activities. All appli-
cations will be kept confidential. 
OF SPECIAL INTEREST 
IN THE ITHACAN 
THIS WEEK 
Elections .................... pg. 4 
Phaethon .................. pg. 5 
Arts Theatre .............. pg. 6 
Platforms .............. pp. 5, 7 
Baseball .................... pg. 8 
Major Gabriel is a native of 
Cortland. During World War Il 
he was a machine gunner in the 
29th Infantry in Europe. Follow-
ing his discharge, he enrolled at 
Ithaca College and was active in 
student and musical activities, 
graduating cum laude. He en• 
listed in the Air Force as a War-
rant Officer-Bandleader, was 
stationed at Sampson Air Force 
Base, and continued his studies 
at Ithaca College where be re-
ceived his Master's degree in 
1953. 
His classmate at Ithaca Col-
lege, Capt. Lockwood, is a native 
of Johnson City, N.Y. Follow-
ing service as a signalman in 
the Navy during World War II, 
he attended Utica College of 
Syracuse University and Ithaca 
College, receiving a Bachelor of 
Science degree in Music Educa-
tion. 
(Contin1ted on page 2) 
1/.. ·:--··.-~ 
':·'£ .·.:9;J•·1 
Arnald D. Gabriel 
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Greek Highlights us:..:::, ......... ,1 - PhtMQ Alpha To Sponsor 
Officers of Kappa Gamma Psi recent initiation into the Honor in ~eta~~~~~:~:: Pro\iince 17 ·Concert Delta Kappa 
Officers for the coming year 
were elected last Wednesday. 
Elected were, Pres., Bruce 
Clarke; Vice Pres., Dick Felts; 
Treasurer, Dave Cornell; Corres-
ponding Sec., Howie Ratner; Re-
cording Sec., Tom Sloan; IFC 
Rep., Bill Thayer; Social Chair-
man, Mike Turco; Historian, Bob 
Munn; Sgt. at Arms, Bob Eddy; 
Chaplain, Bill Schwab; Assist. 
Social Chairman, Charles Mc-
Quillan; Directors, John Moroc-
co and Tom Sandler. 
April twenty-second is the date 
set for a dance jointly sponsored 
by Delta Phi Zeta and Delta 
Kappa. Bobby Comstock and the 
Counts have been engaged and 
beer will be served. 
For 1966-67 Society, Oracle. prior to his appointment as a This Sa~ay; April 16, Delta and one piece' by Henry Cowell. 
President-Bob Livingood To the pledges of Phi Delta Warrant· Officer-Bandleader in Chapter of Phi Mu Alpha Sin- The two pieces by Allen Ho-
Vice President-Gary Conklin Pi we should like to ·express the Air Force in 1951. He be- fonia, National Music Fraternity vaness are "Upon ·_En.chanted 
Recording Secretary-Michael thanks for the very unique came leader of the ~th Air of America at Ithaca College will Ground" for •cello, harp, large 
Cieply Easter Egg Hunt on Easter morn- Force Band in ~rmany, -and host · this year's Province #17 tam-tam, and fiute and a piece 
ing, not to mention the surprises later served as conductor of sev- Concerl for six percussion male chorus 
Corresponding Secretary-Ted that went along. with il eral. other· Air Force b_ands, in- in Ford Hall Audit~rium at 8:1_5 and tenor solo. Hen...., Cowell's' 
Anderson 1 din th F''~,. -J The new officers of Phi Delta C u ? e UUl .Au: Force The concert, which will be held piece is "Supplication," a proces-
Pi for the year 1966-67 are as Band ID Tokyo. Early in 1964 he p.m., will Include a trombone en- sional for organ, two trumpets, 
Music Chairman-Mike Driscoll follows: President, Jan Shirreffs; was na_med commandant of the semble from Alpha Nu Chapter two trombones, unison chorus and 
House Manager-Ken Zimmer- Vice-President, Carol Farnlof; U.S. Air Force Band School in at Eastman School of Music of the timpani. 
man Treasurer, Cookie Brahm; Re- Washington, an~ a few months University of Rochester, a pianist 6n Saturday after_noon the 
Treasurer-Bill Hoff 
Chaplain . Historian _ Mike cording SecretIDY, Lynn Faurie; later was_ appomted director of at Syracuse University, an_ en- visiting brothers will be given 
Hirsch Corresponding Secretary, Helen the Singing Sergeants, one of and organist from Theta Chapter tours of the new campus and of -t. 
Sergeant-at-arms-Steve ·Hart Saunders; Alumni Secretary, the most travelled and versatile semble from Epsilon Pi Chapter the house down- town. 
Judy Oshinsky; Chaplain, Pat choral groups in the world. at Hartwick College and from Admission to the· concert is 
Social Chairman-Haig Demer- Karas; Sgt.-at-Arms, P. K. Cul· It has appeared in 45 different 'two pieces by Allen Houvaness free and the public is cordially 
jian len; IFC Representative, Evie countries, and it has a reper- Delta Chapter at Ithaca College invited to attend. 
Elections were held, April 6, Houlis; Pledge Mistress Patti toire that ranges from opera and -------.,..----------,.-------
1966. Harrison. oratorio to folk songs, pop GOVT GRA 
Formal Pledge Initiation -and standards, jazz and comedy. In • NTS 
A party is planned for next Initiation of new officers will addition to its tours with the (Continued from page 1) 
Saturday night at Beagle Lodge Phi Delta Pl be Saturday, April 16, 1966_ A~ Force Band, it has sung 
A limited number of travel 
grants is available to supplement 
maintenance and tuition scholar-
ships granted to American stu-
dents by universities, private 1 
donors and foreign governments. 
which will serve as a welcome Phi Delt Weekend ·will be held Theta Chapter of Phi Delta Wl~ such famous musical organi-
for the new brothers. on April 15, 16, and 17th. The Pi is acting as hostess to the Na- zations. as the New York Phil-
cine must have an M.D. at the 
time of application. · 
The Spring Weekend mug sale weekend will comprise of a tional Convention of Phi Delta harmoruc, the 1:hlladelphia, 
has be.en going well according to formal banquet at the Ithaca Pi to be held in Atlantic City Cleveland and National Sym-
Mike Turco, Assist. Social Chair- Hotel on Saturday night, a rock New Jersey on April 22 23 and phony Orchestr~. The Singing 
man. Delta Kappa is offering and roll dance on Friday night, 24th 1966. '11he chairm~ of the Sergeant's rendition of "The 
Ith~ca College studenb: a wide an~ a p_icnic on Sunday. _Both Nati~nal Convention is Miss Lord's Prayer" is used daily by 
variety of m~gs, ~halices, and Fr1d1,y mght and S~day will be Nancy Hicks, instructor in Pbysi- many of the nation's leading 
Two types of grants will be 
available · through IlE under the 
Fulbright-Hays Act: U.S. Govern- Countries participating in the 
ment .Full Grants, and U.S. Gov- full grant program wilL be: 
ernment Travel Grants. Afghanistan, Argentina, Aus-
the popular wmeskins. held at the Boster Club lodge. cal Education here at Ithaca tel · . . 
. . . . · eV1S1on stations as a station 
A full award will provide ~ tralia, Austria, Belgium-Luxem-
grantee with tuition, m.ainten- bourg, Bolivia, Brazil, Ceylon, 
ance, round-trip transportation, Chile, . China (Republic of), 
health and accident insurance Colombia, Costa Rica, Denmark, 
and an incidental allowance. In Ecuad9r, El Salvador, Finland, 
Ceylon, India, Japan, Nepal, Fran_ce, Germany (Federal Re. 
Norway, Poland, Portugal, the public of), G~ece, Guatemala, 
Republic of China, and Turkey, Honduras, Iceland,· India, Iran, 
~ maintenance allowance will be Ireland, Italy, Jamaica, Japan, 
provided for one,or more accom- Korea, ~~sia ~exico, Nepal, 
Bruce Haber is in charge of _The me~be~s of Phi Delta _Pi Man! of ~e girls m the ~- sign-off. 
the publication of the Spring wish at this time to express sin-. tem1ty are involved in responm-
W eekend booklet and reports cere . congratulations to one -of bilities of planning the con-
that this year's product will the sisters, Evie Houlis, on her ventlon. 
serve as a complete and accurate 
guide for the weekend's enter-
tainment. 
Delta Phi Zeta 
On April 5, the sisters of 
Delta Phi Zeta elected new offi-
cers for the following school 
semester. They are as follows: 
President-Michale Anne Kos-
owsky; Music 'frl. 
Vice President-Janet Arm-
. strong, Sp. Corr. '67. 
Recording Secretary-Donna 
McKay, P.E. ''11. 
Treasurer-Carol Keeley, Math 
'68. 
Sigma Alpha Nu 
The brothers of Sigma Alpha 
Nu are holding an initiation 
party Saturday evening ~ To-
boggan Lodge, featuring the 
Mis for Mom 
_C is for card 
Buy your C for M 
at 
CHARJAN1S 
(NOWI) 
State & Tioga 
Ithaca 
panylng dependents. (Crmtin.ue_,d on page 3) 
THE HEW 11 PIRRO'S" 
- ITHACA'I FIRST 
COLLEGE SPA AND ONLY PIZZA & SUB SHOP 
George Atsedes, Yout HOit al 1HELOWIST 
College Spa the Most PRICES IN TOWN Open ~00 p.m.•2:00 a.m. 
216 E. STATE STREET 115 E. Green St. CaD AR 2-1950 
Corresponding Secretary - .-----------------------
Ginny Boyd, P.E. '68. ==~========::!!.~==========~==========~l 
Social Chairman-Alice Cella, ALTMAN & GREEN JEWELERS 1 
Math '68. Prompt, Quality Watch & Jewelry 
Sergeant-at-Arms - Charlotte Repair Service 
Swift, Bio. '68. 
Alumni Secretary-Linda Cor- FREE ESTIMATES GIVEN 
· s c See our collection of 14K and rm, p. orr. ·m. Sterling Charms and Bracelets 
I.F.C. Rep.-Betty Hoerner, Ithaca College Clan Rings and Pins 
Drama '67. Ithaca's Exclusive Authorized Keepsake 
Chaplain-Ro Southworth, P.E. Dealer 
'68. . 144 E, State St, AR 2• 1810 Frank Hammer House and Hospitality Chair- Open Fri, tlll 9:00 p.m. 
man-Judy Breen, P .E. '68. 
Historian - Kathy Michaels, 
P.E. ''11. . 
The initiation of these officers 
will take place on Saturday 
along with the initiation cere-
mony of new sisters. 
McDONALD'S NEW 
·':t=ILET 
'0 
FISH 
T,y thll McDonald', exclu-
.. In good eating-you're 
.... to CISJl'N 11'1 the best 
.. IClnClwlch Clll)-wbeN. 
ONLY 29 CENTS 
McDonaldi.·1 
364 Elmira Rd. 
lthaco 
FAST· EFFICIENT SERVICE 
For All Your Insurance Needs 
MOSES PETER 
419 W. Buffalo St. 
273-5693 
FREE GAS 
Weekly Drawing for 5 Gallons of Ga1 
AT 
RAY SEAR~ ATLANTIC 
- (Comer of Green and Cayuga) 
AR 2•2600 
Every dollar spent gives you a chance to this apeclal offer 
for IC students. 
What -w.- MIi -w.- GuarantM 
This Week's Winning Ticket- 019748 
5 Gallons of Gas-FREEi 
VERGIU CORNEA DANCE COMPANY 
Saturday, April 16,.8:15 p.m. 
KULP AUDITORIUM - ITHACA HIGH SCHOOL 
"DON QUIXOTE" "FABLE'' "BAUET SUITE'' 
' Tickets at: Mayers, Willard Straight, Egbert Union 
Adults $1.25 Students $.7 5 
GRADUATING SENIORS!!! 
A number of Graduate _Fellowships are available at Bucknell 
University in the field of Educational Research and Development. 
In addition to free tuition, each appointment offers an annual $2400 
stipend, with additional increments of $400 for each dependent. Ap-
pointees will follow a two-year program of academic studies and 
research, which leads to the M~ster's Degree in Educational Re-
search or Educational Psychology. Candidates will be selected ~n 
the basis of their individual merits rather than specfic undergradu-
ate degree programs. 
Interested students should prepare a resume of their under-
graduate studie~, including their academic standing, and forward 
these credentials to: 
Dr. J. William Moore 
Chairman, Department of Education 
Bucknell University 
Lewisburg, Pennsylvania 17837 
Applications must be filed no later than June 1, 1966. 
r ~;· '",' • • a ' 
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GOVT. GRANTS 
(Continued_ f'l'Offl 'fKlflB 
fields of history, the s-ocial sci- ing the M.A. level who are inter- ties for teaching assistantships 
ences, law, the humanities and ested in a year of course work in India and Italy for students 
· , other suitable fields. All appll- in a university in the American interested in teaching English as 
the Netherlands, New Zealand, cants for these grants must be Republics area. The grants are a foreign language; teaching 
Nicaragua, llorway, · Pakistan, proficient in the spoken Iang- not intended to support doctoral fellowships at universities in 
Paraguay, Peru, the Philippines, uage of the country for which dissertations projects. Candidates Italy for the teaching of the 
Poland, Portugal, Rumania, they apply, and should have an for these grants may be called English language and English or 
Spain, Sweden, Thailand,. Tur- interest in the knowledge of the for personal interview at uni- American literature; and teach-
keY, United Arab Republic the American Republics area, speci- versity locations throughout the ing fellowships at universities in 
United Kingdam, Uruguay, Vene- fically in the country or coun- country. Sweden for the teaching of 
zuela, and Yugoslavia. tries for which they are apply- For the grants to the American American literature.. and/or 
WI CB 
AM-FM DIAL 
WICB-AM and FM is operated by the students of Ithaca 
College, General Manager, John VanSoosten; AM program director, 
Herb Squires; FM program director, Dolores Adamczyk. 
WICB TOP 10 
Travel grants will be available ing, A major in Latin American Republics area, preference is civilization. This Last 
week week to France, Gennany, Israel, Italy, studies is not required. Appll- given to single applicants. Al- Application forms and infor-
the Netherlands, Sweden, and cants should have a good aca- though married students may ap- mation for students currently en- 1 
Turkey. demic record and should be well ply for the grants, · the awards rolled at Ithaca college may be 
Because of the growing inter- informed on the American poll- make no provision for the travel obtained from the campus Ful-
1 (You're My) Soul and 
Inspiration-Righteous 
Brothers 
est in Inter-American studies, tical and social scene. These expenses or support of depend- bright advisor. The deadline for 2 
there are grants available to a grants are provided especially ents and are thus better suited filing applications through the 
number · of countries in the for graduating seniors and grad· to single persons. Fulbright adviser on this campus 3 
3 Time Won't Let Me--
Outsiders 
American Republics area in the uate stude~ts up to and includ- There will also be opportuni- is not yet available. 
6 Good Lovin'-Young 
R~scals 
Wanttogo 
50/50ona 
~jet? 
ff you're un(ler22i 
join the 
TWA 50/50 Club 
andflyfo_r 
half fare. 
You can get 50%--off the regular Jet Coach fare when you fly TWA 
in the U.S. If you're between 12 and 22, fill out the form below and 
take it with ·proof of age to any TWA office. Buy your membership 
card for $3-and the sky's the limit. You fly on a stand~by basis-
EµCcept for the few days listed below. Note:·if you have an ID card 
from another airline, we'll honor that, too. 
And remember, even though you're going for half fare, you 
always get full service-meals and all. Questions? Call your nearest 
TWA office. We're your kind of airline. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • 
: ~M ffja ~, • • a Present this application to any TWA ollfce. Or m;l to: : : I,,,,,,. l V .. ..,.. P.O. Box 700, Times Square Station, New York, N. Y. 10036 : 
• • 
• M • 
• r, • 
• Mrs. 2. Date of Birth •  1.MISS--------'-------- 1_______  
: 3, HomeAddress----------City ____ s1at.,_ __ z1p Code- : 
• • 
: _ 4.Schcolor Occupation,--------------Classof_______ : 
• • • S. PROOF OF AGE Check type of proof submitted with this application. Send photostat, not original, with malled • 
• appllcatlon. O Birth Certificate O Driver's License D Draft Card O School Record O Passport • 
• • 
• Olher(speclfy)------------------------ • 
• • 
• • • 6. Color of hal~~------7, Color of ey·=------- • 
• • : 8. Enclose $3.00, O Check O Money Order (Not refundable. DO NOT MAIL CASH.J : 
: Make~eckorMoneyOrderpayabletoTransWortdAlrtines,lnc. ~ ... tm + : 
: 9.Slgnature,------------------ : 
: . : 
\ •••......................................•...•....•••...... 
1WA 50/llll CIUII ira. 11r1018"111111bll Oii A!>rP 7, November 23, ll<Nernblr 27, ee..mber 15 .,_,., 24, UM, Incl ... ....,. 2 --.,,, 4, 1917, 
Reading Classes 
4 
5 
6 
4 Secret Agent Man-
Johnny Rivers 
To Be.gin Tuesday 1 
2 Bang Bang--Cher 
20 Kicks-Paul Revere 
and the Raiders 
5 I'm So Lonesome I 
Could Cry-B. J. 
Thomas and the 
Triumphs 
Developmental reading classes 
under the guidance of Mrs. Ann 
Blodgett will begin on Tuesday, 
April 19, in room F-102 at either 8 
3 p.m., or 4 p.m. The classes will 
meet for one hour, twice weekly 9 
7 Daydream-Lovin' 
Spoonful 
37 Sloop John B.-Beach 
Boys Tuesdays and Thursdays. _ 21 Sign of The Times--
Petula Clark Anyone who is interested in 
10 
improving his or her reading 
speed and comprehension is in-
vited to join. The fee for the 
course is one dollar. 
Pick Hit-The Sun Ain't Gonna 
Shine-Walker Brothers 
Compiled by Fred Eisenthal 
and Al Rosen 
A 
COMPLETE 
MUSICAL SERVICE 
,,. 
HICKEY'S 
MUSIC STORE 
201 South Tioga St. 
Ithaca AR 2-8262 
Patterson's 
Mobilgos 
WASHING· AND 
GREASING 
Corner Buffalo 
& 
Aurora Streets 
• • . Since 1850: 
BROOKS 
(1) (2) 
THREE 
PHARMACIES 
At WICB it's the DJ's that 
make the station swing. There-
fore, the Ithacan is publishing 
this listing of the ALL COLLE-
GIATES of WICB: 
Station manager: Herb Squire 
SUNDAY 
12:00-2-Neil Littauer . 
2-6-Al Rosen 
6-10-John Van Soosten 
10-12-Herb Squire 
MONDAY 
4-6-Jeff Chcen 
6-9-Neil Jacobs 
9-12-Bob Hults 
TUESDAY 
4-6-Jim Novack 
6-9-Bill Groody 
9-12-Lance Wheeler 
WEDNESDAY 
• 4-6-Dan Deeb 
6-9-Steve Preston 
9·12-Larry Price 
THURSDAY 
4-6-Charlie Boyer 
6-9-John Thompson 
9-12-Earnie Sauer 
FRIDAY 
4-6-Bill Little 
6-10-Fred Eisenthal 
10-2 a.m.-Reith McCandless 
SATURDAY 
12-3-Jim Coons 
•.. good, old-fashioned 
drugstores ... serving you! 
3-6-Dave Edwards 
6-10-Gerry Kelly 
10-2 a.m.-Bob Ryan 
DELTA PHI ZETA and DELTA KAPPA 
present 
BOBBY COMSTOCK 
April 22nd 
8:00 • 12:00 P.M. 
$.75 Stag 
$1.25 Drag 
Rec. Room 
BEER 
FREE RIDE 
TO FINE DINNER 
SUNNYSIDE'S SUNNYBUS SERVICE 
Tuesday through Sunday 5-8 p.m. - Groups of 4 to 7 
Phone AR 3-1200 for free round-trip pickup service. 
Student Dinner Special $1.25 
SUNNYSIDE 
RESTAURANT 
Elmira Road and Meadow St. 
where the GOOD food is 
FM Program Guide 
91.7 me. 
Saturday, April 16 
12:00-Sign- on and 'News 
2:00-Baseball-IC vs. Farleigh 
Dickson (A) 
WEEKEND PAN ORAMA 
12:00-Sign off 
Sunday, April 17 
12:00--Sign on and News-
2:00-Baseball-IC vs. Seton 
Hall (A) 
PANORAMA 
8:00-Foothills Fables-"Do Not 
Go My Love" 
8:30-Focalpoint 
8:45-Youth Center Reports 
9:00-Al Rosen Top Fifty Rock 
Show 
12:00-Sign off 
Monday, April 18 
6:00-Sign on and News 
6:15--Stars for Defense-Jane 
Morgan 
6:30-After Dinner Concert-
Beethoven-Symphony No. 6 
8:00-News 
8:05-View From The 33rd 
Floor 
8: IO-Show Time-"Playgirls" 
9:00-Escapade 
12:00-Sign off 
Tuesday, April 19 
6:00-Sign on and News 
6:15-Music On Deck-Pat 
Boone 
6:30-After Dinner Concert-
Mendelssohn-Symphony No. 5 
8:00-News 
8:05-Sound Track Five-Mor-
gana Show 
8:10-Addicted American-
Alcoholism: Fact or Fiction 
8:30-Escapade 
12:00-Sign off 
Wednesday, April 20 
6:00-Sign on and News 
6:15-Guest Star-Natalie Nev-
ins 
6:30-After Dinner Concert-
Schubert-Grand Duo for 
Piano, Four Hands 
8:00-News 
8:05-View From The 33rd 
Floor 
8:10-Show Time "Juno" 
9:00-Escapade 
12:00-Sign off 
Thursday, April 21 
6:00--Sign on and News 
6:15-Here's To Veterans--
Peter Duchin 
6:30-After Dinner Concert-
Shostakovitch-Piano Concerto 
No. 2 
8:00-News 
8:05-Sound Track Five-Peter 
Duchin 
8:10-The Addicted American-
Alcoholism: Truth and Conse-
quences 
8:30-Escapade 
12:00--Sign off 
What does 
peace 
sound like? 
Snip, snip, snip. 
The Peace Corps. 
Washington, D. C. 20525 
D Please send me information 
D Please send me an appllcallon 
Name ______ _ 
Address _____ _ 
City ______ _ 
Slale ___ Z1p Code __ 
Published as a publ,c serv,ce 1n cooorr 
at10'l with Thr Adv,.rt,~,ng Counc,I 
Tastee - Freez 
316 Elmira Rd. 
Sodas • Sundaes 
SO Flavors of Shakes 
Hamburgers 
Hot Dogs 
11:00 a.m. • 12:00 p.m. 
I .. 
,· 
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The Ithacan 
bits and pie~es_. 
.by rene burrough 
MOVIE REVIEW 
' . . . ,, 
&y Art Moore· , 
Did you know that Stewball is ST' "TE THEATRE.. "Th s·1 " · D M · 
Published weekly by and for the students of Ithaca College a father . . . that Indian Reserva- .n e 1 encers starnng ean ar.tm, S tella Stevens, and Daliah Lavi. 
Editor-in-Chief . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ........................................................................ Rene Burrough 
tions and pledges· don't mix . . . 
that the greenhouse got a bath 
last Thursday . . . that "farmer 
Tim~ again to out-Bond the previous spy films, and come 
up with the super-secret agent. Dean Martin:-:- as Matt Helm, 
ace of the American counter-espionage agency, ICE - succeeds mentality" is a very hard term 
Managing Editor ....... ............. .......... . ................................................... K. Jeffrey ·Falkner 
Business Manager . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . ......... .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . Stephen Feeser to define . . . that elections are in a kind of lover-boy way to take his place among those he 
Ass't Business Manager ... . ................... : .................................. Stephen Wallace next Tuesday ... that a certain follows into the dangerous spy world. "The _Silencers" is packed 
Student Body President had to with beautiful women, electrifying moments, and imaginative 
go to a Soc class in order to plottage . 
Faculty Advisor .................................................................................. John Mason Potter 
News .. .. . ..... ..... ......... .... Paula Silbey . Copy ....................................... Michael Ollins 
Feature .. . .. . ..................... Penny Oswald Copy ................. · .................. Valerie Rankow 
Sports . . ............................. Bill Goodhue Photography ........................ J"ack Rosenblatt 
Literary ............................... P. G. Yorkls Asst. Photography .......... Warren Kyprice 
Art . . . . . ..................................... Eric Muller Exchange h., .................... Stephen Schiffman 
Advertising ................................... Lois Moses Correspondence ................... :-: ... Sue Wayne 
Staff-M. Brate, M. Decherney, L. Friend, W. Gillespie, A. Hyman, K. Johnson, D. 
Landmesser, A. Moore, T. O'Kane, L. Race, B. Revelle, J. Sedwin, D. Weingart. 
defend himself after some fairly Utilizing shock tech!'lique, director· Phil Karlson has added to 
wild comments were made . . . the fast-driving screenplay by. Oscar Saul. The plot focuses on a 
that there is still some snow on Chinese agent (Victor Buono) who masterminds a ring that 
Creek Road ... that the Great plans to divert a U.S. missile so it will destroy Alamogordo, 
Race sbould have been filmed at New Mexico, thus creating wide devastation and atomic fallout 
Ithaca College last Tuesday . . . leading perhaps to global war. Matt Helm must prevent said in-
that it's the Graystone Lodge cident. 
The Ithacan Office is located in the basement of Dorm 3 on the Ithaca College South 
Hill Campus, Ithaca, New York. Phone 274-3207. The Ithacan is a member of Associated 
Collegiate Press and National Press Service. 
now ... that Mickey Brody and To manage this feat, gimmicks of all kinds are, as always, 
some of the other June '65 Wash- right at hand. Included -are the revolver that fires backwards 
ington crew are back visiting .••. and jacket buttons that do more than merely ~old his coat to-
that you can buy a Dorothy Hoyt gether, Also in his repertoire is a new method of defense known 
original for $27 in the new Art as Okinawa Tel Juveniles of all generations are sure to respond. 
Museum ... that the Ad.minis- Martin plays his role with a tongue-in-cheek attitude that 
tration is planning to have a makes everything appear as.if he were about to sing a few songs 
Grievance Day soon ~ .. that Dr. - which is exactly what happens. Action occasionally get seri-
D is still flying ... that the Ad- ously melodramatic, especially during the best filmed automobile 
ministration is thinking about an chase on record. 
Advertising call 274 - 3147 - 9 A. M. to 5 P .M. 
Editorial views reflect the consensus of the Editorial Board. These views neither 
reflect the official position of Ithaca College nor necessarily indicate the opinion of the 
student body. 
\ 
Balloting Is Easier _Than Picketing 
"intensive study group" in the Stella Stevens is excellent as a mixed-up ·doll who can stumble 
complex; please let them know over her own shadow. Daliah Lavi, Cyd Charisse, and Beverly 
if you're Interested . . . that Adams each add their own special ~alents. 
We would like to call attention to the fact 
that Ithaca College sometimes could be im-
proved of people would make their suggestions 
and complaints known in a reasonable fashion 
at a reasonable time. In this two part editorial, 
we wish to stress two things: it is absolutely 
essential that students think and vote during 
elections, and it is equally important for there 
to be a solid chain of command at the other 
end of the campus: in the administration. 
The One Party Rule 
The first stage of St~dent Government elec-
tions is over. The results are what was expected 
before petitioning began: one machine and one 
independent party running for Women's Gov-
ernin~ Board. 
It 1s during this situation in particular that 
students must realize that they can split their 
votes and not accept a slate. While it is easier 
to block vote, it is not necessarily to the ad-
vantage of the students. As was mentioned 
last week, select; don't settle. ~econdly, it is 
necessary to ;discniniriate. in the election 
choices, for the political situation as it exists 
now is not ideal, real, or particularly demo-
cratic, except jn the area of Women's Govern-
ing Board. · 
At least, here, there are two parties running. 
Both tickets are composed of members from 
this year's Board. If a decision must be made 
on experience, both parties are equal. If a de-
cision is to be made on the party platform, 
then the machine ticket will not get the votes, 
The opposition party, called the Action Party, 
has exhibited drive, determination, and imagi-
nation in their platform. This year's Women's 
Governing Board has made some vast improve-
ments on the Honor House system and extend-
ed some badly needed privileges. The Action 
Party will continue to make improvements. 
The officers for Student Government are 
REPRESENTATIVES OF THE STIJ-
DENTS, TO THE ADMINISTRATION and 
other college hierarchies. The Student Gov-
ernment elections were not designed to put 
into office only those students who feel it po-
litically advantageous to agree with the Ad-
ministration, for our Administration is good 
enough to realize that student participation, 
commendation, and criticism helps them in 
making a better college. For this reason, the 
women students should think carefully about 
the two tickets run.ning for the Board. 
As for Men's _Governinl?: Board, although 
there is only one ticket, the consolation lies 
in the fact that it is a solid, capable ticket. 
There 'are some reservations expressed about 
the Executive Committee. The center of at-
tention lies with the candidate for Student 
Body President, Dave Gearhart. The rest of 
the ticket is fairly strong and should execute 
their offices well. 
The problem •then lies with the head of the 
five-year-old Student Party. While its history 
stems back to the famous, or infamous, if you 
will, Dave Canteen, this fact does not mean 
that it is the only party that can assume office. 
Mr. Gearhart has served for approximately 
six months as the Student Council Chairman 
and during these six months has accomplished 
two noticeable things: the name has been 
changed to Student. Congre~s and the Consti-
tution has been revised agam. Therefore, Mr. 
Gearhart has more experience than his non-
existent opponent and on that basis should be 
elected? However~T!;"perience alone does not 
make the man. While the Editorial Board 
deeply regrets the outcome of this election be-
cause we feel that there are many qualities· of 
a STIJDENT REPRESENTATIVE LACK-
ING, we can offer no other choice. We did try 
to summon together another party composed 
of experienced, imaginative, and more mature 
students. Unfortunately those students were 
already committed to other areas of interest 
in the extra-curricular fields. shovels make poor seconds for Victor Buono 'is good as the chief me~ace, as are his three 
Therefore, we will acquiese, for there is no 
other choice except for ·complete rejection. 
The question then is, which is more embarras-
ing to the general welfare of the college - no 
Student Body President or a Student Body 
President? 
teaspoons. . . henchmen - Roger C. Carmel, Arthur O'Connell, and Robert 
Webber. 
All technical credits ar~ excellent including Burnett Guffey's AS I SEE IT photography, Joe Wright's imaginative art direction, and Elmer 
The One Man Rule 
As I See It it is never too early Bernstein's appropriate score. Costumes designed by Moss 
to. consider the Problem of Final Mabry are no less than sensational. 
Exams. In the past Ithaca "The Silencers" is full of ·escapism - something for everyone. 
R · d f h R h D & College's handling of these exams . "f k · 1 d h d h eprmte rom t e oc ester emocrat has seemed unacademic and un- It's a good film t not ta en too senous y a? t e p~o ucer as 
Chronicle by Sidney J. Harris, April 4, I966. realistic. . ·learned when not to 1ro to far. The result 1s an action-packed, 
"THE LARGER ANY ONE INDMDUAL .., 
becomes in this firm, the smaller becomes the Last semester, Leaders' Gro~p super-spy melodrama. 
firm's value - because if this one individual met to discuss bow cheating dur-
goes, too much power and responsibility go ing final exams could be de-
with him, and there is chaos after his depar- creased. (It should also be men-
ture. In seeking to become more important tioned that for some reason this 
than he should, he has actually reduced the worthwhile group, on~ of the few 
total importance of the system. . . " on campus, has not been meeting. 
1
'FROM THE ·MAILROOM" 
by Steve SchlffmJln 
While this is not the exact case at Ithaca I am quite positlye that there are. 
College, the · similarity is indeed close. Dr. a lot of legitimate· complaints and · This column has always been a supporter of minority groups 
Dillingham is not trying to increase his im- problems that should be dis- across the nation. One such organization came to the attention 
portance to the extent that he becomes a cussed. Perhaps the chairman of of this desk not long ago. In the growing complexity of life, 
"dictator'' as Mr. Harris pointed out later in this group should Investigate the we hav~ too often forgotten- thi~ section of c~ll~e life. Today, we 
his column. The fact is that the responsibilities lack of meetings?!) It was brought ~ould hke to focus our attention on_ the phght of the "Profes-
on our President's shoulders are unbelievable out at that meeting that some stu- s10nal Student.'?-
for one man. He is a very intelligent man and dents have had to take three or There was once a time when a person could enter school and 
an extremely capable president. Perhaps that four exams in one day, that stu- be reasonably assured that he would remain for the full four 
is the problem, in the fact that he is able to dents can not perform well taking years. Some people found the ivy-covered walls as a wonderful 
retain in his mind the entire workings on th<:, colISecutlve exams with· little place to stay. Here, the problems of life were balanced by books, 
campus down to the names of the men of the break, that there is not enough studies and beer. However, with the draft quickly becoming a 
construction crews. - time between the end of classes reality, the professional student is finding it difficult to stay in 
Because of his sincere interest in the im- and the begining of the exam school any longer than necessary. It has been suggested that 
provement of the campus in academic and period, and that final exams are there should be some form of protest march in the defense of 
social affairs,. he prefers that all decisions, often scheduled in overcrowded these students. However, the professional could not take part, to 
questions, and problems go through him. Un- rooms. do that would place a certain amount of effort on him, and in his 
fortunately, as President, he is not able to be These are legitimate com- already· .weakened condition, he might not make it .. 
on the campus all the time; and thus, there plaints. I must admit that there 
are times when his valuable assistance has has been some effort to rectify There are three major types of students who f~ll into this 
been absent. this situation. Actual exam condi- classification. i:-o be sure, we are not talking abo?t the serious 
Since he retains so much responsibility as tions have improved, particularly studen~, who, m all ~arnest, comes to college -with the hopes 
President, the other administrators seem to in the gymnasium. The fact re- of gett~ng ~n education. (The~e are more of those than one 
lack some. Secondly, it seems odd that much of mains that final exams are given ,would 1magme.) W~ .ar€: r~(e~rmg to the student who ha_d no 
the President's responsibility is not concen- ill. too small a period of time and ~here to go after fm1shmg high_ school. College se~med li½,e a 
trated in t~ hands of a Vice President. We that many students are forced to nice,, pleasant,,~ay ~o spend the next four years. With the old 
/ have as Assistant to the President and a Sec- take three exams in one day. man s money m his pocket, the student leaves home for. the 
retary, but no full-fledged legal Vice Presi- La t te th R . tr comfort of school. At the country club he found many things 
dent to relieve Dr. Dillingham of his immense 5 semes r e egis ar, to keep him busy. College, he soon discovered was not easy. 
burden, especially when he is away. who plans the exam schedule, One must get up in the morning, ·and after playing cards all , 
This One Man Rule should not go un- ?sked. that ~II students who are night, it isn't easy. Letter writing, too, takes up a great deal of 
. . . i~ this predicament come to see time. 1'.he folks must be constantly reminded to send money 
noticed. It seems 1mperat1ve that this college him. He als~ stated that he would ... so their "kid" can go to college. 
builds itself a new office along with the many try to see Just where the prob-
buildnigs. Dr. Dillingham is a good man, but lem lay and if it could be recti-
let's not age him too quickly; we need him, fled. But I must point out that if 
so let's keep him. · · you have three or four exams on 
Honor House Privileges ~~~ .. da:O~~~us~~ 8:s "~~~~ 
In answer to Miss J awetz' letter concerning TL2 and TIA at the same time), 
Honor House privileges, we would like to make you are stuck. 1 sympathize with 
the following clarifications. you because during one exain 
The Seniors who qualify for Honor House period I had six exams scheduled 
privileges and who are living in the Sorority the first two days after classes 
houses will be on a key system. That is, each ended, 
' Senior will be given a key in order to enter the I realize that the Registrar is 
House after the regular curfew. The new com- confined ·by. the already decided 
plex is being constructed so that each house time period ·for exams, but there 
is on a different key system; and thus elimi- are ways to avoid taking one 
natin~ the possibility of unwanted visitors exam right after the other. Why 
who have found a lost key. not add an extra exam period to 
Secondly, those Seniors who do qualify for the day so that students can have 
Honor House privileges should .live in the a breather between exams? · 
Honor House which will be a small living unit, I really don't understand how 
with single roms, kitchenette, and other con- a college which is supposed to 
veniences - all designed as special privileges. emphasiz(! academic _performance 
If Seniors chose not to live on the Honor can expect a -student to perform 
House; they forfeit these privileges. It is well if he is forced to submit to 
unfair and dangerous to have five women's the magnified pressure of several 
dorimtories on · the same key system after consecutively scheduled final 
special housing arrangements have been made. -exams. Susan Wayne 
Next we have the type of professional student who was sent 
to school. In childhood this person was sent to a ·variety of 
summer camps. College is just a winter continuation of the sum· 
mer. Here the counselors help the child adjust to his surround· 
ings, the student meets more boys and girls his own age. Swim· 
mmg is taught, and the student learns to float through life. 
There is, of course, the student who likes· to travel. His major 
problem is deciding on which school he'd like to attend next. 
This is a big responsibility, since so many schools have put out 
the welcome mat. Perhaps it .will he a school which offers a good 
skin diving course, or skiin_g, or one where he doesn't have to 
attend classes. His education is based on the places he has 
traveled and the thinks he has seen. 
Something must b~ done to help these students. How can we 
expect them to continue their education under these circum· 
stances. The government will soon draft them, -the bitter world 
will slaughter them. If we stand idly by we are failing in our 
obligation to society. 
There are many things which can be done to help the prof es-
sional student in the present situation·. For one thing, support 
the American Society for the Pre~ention of Hardships to the 
Professional Student. ASPHPS has a campaign of apathy which, 
th~y report, has been very successful. .Secondly, we urge yo1;1 to 
wnte to your congressman, and tell him how terrible the plight 
of the Professional Student is becoming. Only with.your support 
can the "pros" manage to live in comfort. 
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. p~ Cornell Drama Re-riew THE WORD ON S.G • 
"We, the undersigned, submit the following statement for the 
consideration of the executive branch, the Congress and the 
members of the public. 
That the formal China policy of the United States has long 
since been out of date is widely recognized and even tacitly ac-
cepted even by officials of the American Govenrment. Changes 
in this policy will n_ot solve the major political and military 
challenges to the United States in Asia, but they can improve 
the ability of the United States to deal with these problems and 
reduce the likelihood that a crisis could turn into a major mili-
tary confrontation,,, · . 
So began a statement submitted by 198 of the United States' 
top China experts calling on the United States government to 
move for accord with the Communist Chinese government. This 
. statement was followed by a position paper which outlined five 
' recommended policy changes: · 
1. "The United States should cease to use its influence to pre-
vent the admittance of the People's Republic of China to the 
United Nations and other international bodies." 
2. "The United States government should announce that it is 
prepared1 without preju~ice' to the. m~intenance ~f its relations 
with Taiwan, to enter mto negot1at1ons regarding the estab-
lishment of full and formal diplomatic relations with the People's 
Republic of China." . 
3. "The United States should propose to the People's Republic 
of China an opening of a new phase of bilateral negotiations at 
i which the-following items would be discussed: 
( a) Exchange of diplomatic representation; 
(b) Renunciation of force as an instr~ment of policy; 
( c) Arms control including the problems of the control over 
nuclear weapons.'' · 
4. "The United States should announce that it is prepared to 
accept accredited newspapermen, scholars and others from the 
People's. Republic of China and call upon the Pe~ple's Republic 
to reciprocate." . , ---
5. "The United states should end its total trade embargo with 
Communist China and permit the importation and exportation 
of nonstrategic _g_oods.'' _ 
MEDUSA 
By Paul Graham Yorkis 
Last night I had the pleasure of seeing the best show pro-
duced at Cornell this season. At the same time I had the unique 
opportunity of meeting the _author, Emilio Carballido, and the 
translator, Mary H. Madiraca. 
The play as it was produced last night under the fine direc-
tion of William I. Oliver, visiting director from the U. of Cali-
,, 
fornia at Berkeley, resulted in a unique type of theater. 
As written Medusa is a combination of classical theme, con-
temporary language, and excellent satire. As produced last night, 
it was all of the above with the additions of marvelous sets, 
lighting, sound, and props, interesting costumes, to say the· 
least, and the fine acting by the entire cast. 
The question within the play is, whether heroes are really 
heroes or actually monsters. We are given the answer through 
Perseus, the son of Zeus and Danae, who wants desperately to 
be a "hero," and Medusa, a Gorgon, who's glances turn men 
to stone and who is considered to be a hero, monstrous, and 
wicked simultaneously. 
Judith Lindall as Medusa handled a very interesting role in 
fine fonn. Her movements, characterization, and voice were all 
excellent. 
Perseus portrayed by Joel Colodner, a familiar performer at 
Cornell, was oustanding in a most- demanding part. His trans-
formatfon from scared youth to tyrannical kind was conducted 
in admirable fashion. 
by Howard T. Reben 
There are certain conditions I The attitude on our campus 
existing within the framev.ork which inhibits free expression is 
of our student government and equally out of place in an intel-
in its relation to the administra- lectual community. I would 
tion which I had previously agree that responsibility follows 
thought to be self-evident. A re- free expression but overempha-
cent letter to the editor has in- sis in that area may leave one 
formed me that not only are negligent in another area. That 
many people suffering from a other responsibility which is in-
deficient supply of information herent in every educated man is 
hut further that certain writers 'he right to THINK and to ex-
seem unable to interpret that in- press ones thoughts. Opinions 
formation which they possess. which might run counter to the 
Therefore for the edification of mainstream of thought should be 
all, I shall enunciate a few of tolerated and sheltered in an in-
the most obtuse forms of in· tellectual atmosphere are devas-
justice. tated by provi_ncial theories and 
Victorian morality. If such com-
In a recent article I have men- munities can't be the breeding 
tioned our dorm government ground for new ideas and their 
which according to some is a expression, we are probably 
pillar of grass-roots democracy. sentenced to intellectual stagna-
One only needs to peruse the tion. 
composition of this body in order Over the past few years I 
to assert in the inequities. ·The have had the opportunity to 
representatives rather than be- meet many students who have 
1ng elected are appointed by the taken the majority of their edu-
virtue of their position. That cation in European nations. One 
position is one of dorm advisor factor which amazed a recent 
who is in reality as well as in student from France is the do-
theory an "arm of the adminis· cile attitude of the American stu-
tratlon." dent. Instead of forming into 
The recent regulations govern- student unions (united behind 
ing PDA in a society of adults organized leadership) and press-
is an equally preposterous situa- ing for their demands, they seem 
tion. Instead of being treated as to the observer, lethargic and 
mature members of a community complacent. The author of that 
the Ithaca College student is con- recent letter to the editor might 
sidered a child to be protected just be the epitomy of this ob-
by "mother college," servation. 
The official United States government position ever since 
the Communist takeover of the mainland some 17 years ago 
has been that the legal government of mainland China is in exile 
on Tiawan and that the mainland government is a temporary 
and illegal regime. A closer look at the facts demonstrate that K h A d h d h l f D d p I 
h lnA,9 1· t k · 1966 at ryn m ur, w o assume t e roe o anae an o y-t e 7"2: po icy ~anno wor m . . . 
l The Communists control an ~rea of 3,760,3_39 s9uare miles dectes as portrayed by Stephen Mermgoff both added excellent and over 800,(X)(),~ human bemis. The Na~ionahsts are en- characterization and many humorous moments. sconced on a small JSland of 13,886 square miles off the coast of the mainland and control 11,884,(X)() people. The reality of v· · N I A h h h · Communst Chitta is apparent. A government which controls ictona e son as t ene t oug not qmte audible to the 
·· one forth of the world's population and approximately the same ~ire audience provided, by way of characterization, one of 
amount of land area can't be ignored. The US government, how- the funniest scenes of the evening. 
Letters to the Editor do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the 
Editorial Board. The Ithacan will print all signed letters, providing 
that they are not obscene, for we respect our readers' right to 
express their opinions. 
ever, persist in its policy of nonexistence, which has been called 
woefully obsolete and out of touch with today's world. 
Changes must be made. This has been realized by 198 of the 
country's most educated China experts. These are not the frac-
tious remarks of an extremist minority. The United States is on 
a collision course with Peking. The lack of communication and 
hostile attitude will do little to avert the almost inevitable con-
tact. The statement made becomes, herefore, no only a request 
but .a plea. A plea that the people of the US and the US gov-
, ernment to face facts. The future is at stake. . 
A large land war involving the US, generalized over all of 
Southeast Asia, is not inconceivable. A direct military confron-
tation between Communist China and the US would not neces-
The entire production was uniform and unified. Medusa is 
a satire of highest quality and as produced last night is without 
doubt worth seeing. It is different, unusual, and at times hideous, 
but remains· a show you m_ust see. 
Medusa may be seen at tke Cornell University Theatre locat-
ed in Willard Strai.ght Hall, through, tke 17th. 
' 
To Whom It May Concern: 
I have been told by a number 
of people that next year, senior 
girls, who live in sorority houses 
and who meet the requirements 
of the honor dorm, will be given 
the same privileges as those 
girls who live in the honor 
dorm. 
sarily mean nuclear annihilation, but one to. two _battlefield . . . . . . . . . 
casualties is not impossible. Also, the Coi:nmumst Chm~se le~d- Editoi's Note:-Emilio Carballido is a distinguished Mexican 
If this is true, I do not under-
stand the justification of such a 
ruling. If Honor Dorm privileges 
are extended to girls in sorority 
houses, they should be extended 
to any senior girl, in any dorm, 
as long as she has the proper 
qualifications and parental per-
missiOn. If honor dorm privileges 
can be gotten by some who 
do not live in this specific dorm, 
they should be available to all 
who qualify. If there can be one 
exception, there cannot be any 
limits--
ers, fearin_g what they think is forced encirclement and 1solat10n playwright and author. His published and performed works in-
by _thelUSd.,.mibg~t lashh. out with a small but cogent nuclear force, elude novels, operas, monologues, plays for children, farces, 
serious y 1sa ~hng t 1s country. . __ , . 
Th~ gap of ~nderstanding between the_ tw~ co\lntnes _must melod,-amas, and ma7or ~arks such as Medusa. The latter play 
be bridged. t.!ntil then, the above hyp_o~~etical mstanc~s will .re- was one of three equally-rated prize-winning plays entered last 
main well w1thm the realm of poss1b1hty. Communist Chma . . . . .. 
should be recognized not for its good but for the good of the spring in the Latin Ameru:an competitwn held by the lnterna,-
United States. . . tional Theater Institute in Paris. (From last nigkt's program). 
Jeffrey Bruce Sedwm 
.. BOOK- REVIEW 
by Doris Landmesser 
. Never Cry Wolf by Farley Mowatt. 
Farley Mowatt makes his first transition from his grand-
·lllother's outhouse to the tundra region of Canada in this fascin-
ating book on the lives of wolves. . · 
The book is a true story of his study for the Canadian· govern-
'lllen ton Predatory Animals. The title comes from a charge made 
lgainst wolves. They were accused of killing the caribou popula-
tion in ·the tundra regions. Mowatt, however, watched as hunt-
ers killed the caribou took off their racks as trophies, and left 
the meat to spoil. Then they cry "WolP' as an explanation.Jar 
the the- disappearance of caribou. 
'The -lives of the wolves are equated to the living patterns of 
buinans, and Mowatt discovers that animals can live very human 
~ves indeed. In a lively, humorous book, Farley Mowatt shows 
that you should Neer Cry Wolf. 
. MUSICAL NOTES 
CORNELL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
Karel Husa, Conductor 
John Hsu, Cello Soloist · 
PROGRAM 
lkcoration Day ............................... Charles Ives 
Concerto No. 2 for Violoncello and Orchestra .. Jaroslav Ridky 
( First American Perf onnance) 
. phony No. 5 ................................ Beethoven 
SUNDAY, 17 APRIL 1966 at 4 P.M. 
.}LEY HALL ADMISSION FRE~ 
I would appreciate it, if some 
action were taken on this point. 
WICB News In addition, I have been in-formed that W.G.B. voted down 
no curfews for all senior girls, 
on the grounds that the Honor 
Dorm serves as an incentive for 
lower classmen. Yet, as of now, 
one only needs a 2.1 cumulative 
index to apply for this dorm. 
Everyone needs a 2.0 to be a 
senior, thus in reality, almost 
everyone is eligible. 
WICB Increases New Series 
Service Programs Begins Tuesday 
During the recent weeks 
WICB FM has been steadily in-
·creasing its community service 
programs. While this programing 
is important to the Ithaca com-
munity, it is also significant to 
the students involved in .the pro-
ductions. It gives them an oppor-
tunity to meet and work with 
people from different walks of 
life. 
One such program is A RE· 
PORT FROM THE YOUTH 
CENTER. On this weekly pro-
gram, heard on Sundays, at 8:45 
p.m., students representing the 
Ithaca Youth Center discuss the 
activities at the center. The show 
is taped each Saturday morning. 
While the high school students 
decide what shall be talked 
abou-t, the college TV-radio ma-
jors are responsible for the 
actual operation of the produc-
t1on. This requires spending time 
with the students as well as 
visiting and reporting on the 
events at the center. Neal Lit-
tauer narrates, Fred Eisenthal is 
the recording engineer, and 
Steve Schiffman is the producer . 
A new documentary series 
"The Addicted American," began 
on WICB-FM Tuesday, April 12. 
The series, deals with the prob-
lems of alcoholism and narcotics 
in the United States. 
The fifteen part series was 
produced by "Group W"-West-
inghouse Broadcasting-and was 
originally heard on WINS in 
New York City. 
Thank you very much. 
Susan Jawetz 
Ed. Note: See Editorials. 
Dear Editor: 
Having worked with the ad-
WICB-FM, 91.7, will air the ministration and Women's Gov-
series every Tuesday and Thurs- erning Board for the past two 
day at 8:10 p.rn. The firs! in- years, I feel the experience 
stallments to be heard this week gained has given me insight and 
are "The New Addicted" and understanding of the needs of 
"The Addicted American: Junior the girls at I thaca College. Since 
Size." many of the girls have had ex-
Succeeding installments in- perience, we expect success in 
elude: "Alcoholism: Fact or Fie- communications with the stu-
tion " "Alcoholism: Truth and dents and administration as well 
Con~equences," "The Anony- as more liberal legislation in the 
mous Addicts, Parts I & II," coming year. In the past year, 
"The Double Addict," "The Pill Women's Governing Board has 
Problem," "The Flower of the changed some of the outdated 
Mushroom," "The Fruit of the rules and regulations which did 
Poppy,'' "New Ideas About Hero- not meet the demands of the 
ine," "The Un-Anonymous Ad- changing college life. Some of 
diets, Parts I & II," "H and the changes that have affected 
Law," "H and Crime." you are: 
I. 10 grace minutes 
2. Senior Honor Dorm 
3. Cooperation between the 
administration and the stu-
dents. 
4. Organization of the Tower's 
Dating Lounge. 
5. Extended curfews for spe-
cial occasions. 
Between the legislative and 
judiciary aspects of WGB, there 
was limited time to make many 
necessary decisions. The Fresh-
men Advisory Board, the orien-
tation program and the purposes 
of WGB need to be worked out 
and improved. The Freshmen Ad-
visory Board is needed because 
new ideas and suggestions are 
lost in a maze of college apathy, 
We all know that the first few 
weeks of college are crucial to 
the freshmen: therefore, the 
orientation program should not 
end at registration, but rather it 
should be enhanced through 
continued communications. The 
main purpose of WGB is to help 
and guide the co-ed; treating her 
as an individual, rather than a 
number. 
If elected we will try to carry 
through with the many benefi-
cial adaptations which are neces-
sary on a growing campus. VOTE 
STUDENT PARTY: 
1. Vicki Werder-President 
2. Lesley Shreve 
3. Debbie Fortune 
4. Alice Cella 
5. Elaine Mebel 
6. Dorine Potter 
7. Linda Brennan 
8. Marilyn Lansberry 
9. Chris Bennet 
10. Pat Good 
Vicki Werden 
Dear Mr. Gippert: 
I would like to express my 
thanks to the Sigma Alpha Nu 
Fraternity for the time and ef-
fort that was spent by its 
pledges in painting the audi-
torium floor of the Tompkins 
County Agriculture, Home and 
4-H Center on Sunday, March 
13th. 
It was a job that needed to be 
done and we appreciated your fra-
ternity's cooperation. 
Sincerely, 
John R. Freebern 
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Skidmore -College Sponsors 
Comedy Arts Theatre Again 
Skidmore College has an-
nounced its continuing sponsor-
ship of the COMEDY ARTS 
THEATRE, which will open its 
second summer season July 6th 
in the historic New York resort 
city of Saratoga Srpings. The 
theater is open to all undergrad· 
uate students. 
Unlike most summer theatres, 
the company has been organized 
for a specific artistic purpose. As 
expressed by its founders, the 
long range aim of The COMEDY 
ARTS THEATRE is "to build a 
repertory company specializing 
Producer, THE COMEDY ARTS 
THEATRE, Skidmore College, 
Saratoga Springs, N.Y. 12866. 
Representatives will be attend-
ing the Yale Festival of Under-
graduate Drama at the end of 
March to interview interested 
undergraduates. 
in the performance of the many 
different styles of comedy." Rep- . : ,·,, 
resentative plays of the first 
season include: THE IMPORT-
ANCE OF BEING EARNEST, 
THE MADWOMAN OF CHAJL. 
LOT, ONLY \VHEN I LAUGH 
(by Jules Feiffer), and SHE 
STOOPS TO CONQUER. A new 
ballet and concert theatre will 
open at the . Saratoga Spa State 
Park with the New York City 
Ballet and the Philadelphia Or-
chestra in residence during July 
and August. 
Slightly expanded over last 
year, the resident acting com-
pany will comprise a nucleus of 
experienced players who will 
carry the most difficult roles in 
the season of four comedies. All 
supporting roles will be cast 
from among the group of under-
graduates participating in the 
summer program, all of whom 
will be eligible to try out for 
every play. Several people who 
were students last summer will 
return either as members of the 
resident acting company or the 
production staff. 
For the undergraduates, 
Skidmore College Drama De-
partment is offering a training 
program of four college-credit 
courses: Acting, Dance for 
Actors, Technical Theatre, and 
Rehearsal and Production. Regis-
tration will be limited to assure 
ample opportunity for all to par-
ticipate in the -program. Several 
work aid scholarships are · avail-
a}?le. Interested students are 
urged to write promptly to: The 
GET UP 
The Hill this weekend, to 
the Triphammer Shopping 
Center ••. see w,hat's new 
in SPORTSWEAR at 
COUNTRY 
COUSINS, INC. 
Charles Boykin's 
Body Shop 
Radiator-Body Worfc:-Glass 
FREE ESTIMATES 
319 W. State St. 
272-6050 
. ' 
HAL'S 
Ithaca's N.Y.-Style 
delicatessen 
309 E. STATE 
OUR SPECIALTIES: 
PADEREWSKI will be used-for piano seminars, professor of music at Straus-
recitals and instruction in the burg, and two years later made 
(Continued from page 1) Theory of Music for under· his debut as a concert artist. --
world's foremost pianists when graduate students. It will be A Polish patriot, he was also 
he made the visit to Ithaca. Only located on the second floor of deeply concerned with his coun-
two years before, he had arriyed the School of Music building. try's efforts to achieve inde-
in this country on the first of Paderewskl was born in Poland pendence, and during World 
his four American tours, and on November 18, 1860 and began War I he founded a corps of 
had been acclaimed by audiences taking piano lessons at the age volunteers as well as organizing 
and critics. Before his death he of eight. He rapidly developed a relief fund to assist Polish 
was to be regarded as the great- into an accomplished pianist and victims of the war. 
est pianist of his day. at the age of 18 was a teacher He .represented Poland at the 
The room that the College. at the famous Warsaw Conserva· Versailles peace conference in 
plans to esatblisb in his memory, tory. At the age of 25 he was a 1919, and later became the first 
premier of the Polish republic. 
Two years later he gave up 
politics and government to de-
vote himself fully . to his career 
as a pianist. W)len his country 
was divided and occupied by 
German Nazi and Russian Com. 
munist forces in World War II, 
Paderewski went abroad to live, 
He was much concerned with 
the fate of the young people of 
his native land as well as the 
fate of bis country. He died in 
New York on January 20, 1941. 
triple decker sandwiches 
chees, blintz 
potato pancakes 
6 A.M. - 8:00 P.M. 
Tuesday -- Sunday 
In 1868, actress Adah Isaacs Menken.brought her production of Maeppa 
or The Wild Horse t.o Virginia City, Nevada. Atthe climax of the spec'tacle, 
Miss Menken, wrapped in a few strategic bits of gauze, was strapped t.o 
the side of a wild horse and driven-up a mountain trail. The thunderstruck 
· miners jumped opon~eir~andcheered_. When Mies.Menken departed 
from Virginia·City, she left behind the Menken Shaft and Tunnel Company 
and the Menken mining district. She t.ook with her silver ingots, bars of 
bullion, and certificates of mining stock as gifts from her many admirers. 
Delivery by taxi 
,273 • 7765 
Miss Menken knew ezactly what she was doing right. 
- Rhdng•Bm 
THE .ACTION PARTY 
Candidates for Women's Governing Board 
"Working_ for the women, but not forgetting the woman." 
I.C. Woodwind Quintet 
To Give Varied Program 
Platform 
As a woman student of Ithaca College, Women's Governing Wednesday at 8:15 p.m. 
Board is your only ·effective link with the administration. The Ithaca Woodwind Quintet, 
W.G.B.'s function can be compared to that of a light circuit. composed of members of the 
-You are _the switch, holding the power within your hand. W.G.B., music faculty of Ithaca College, 
the wire, is your only path of conduction and connection to the will be heard in a varied pro-
. . . . . gram Wednesday evening, April 
admimstrat1on. You have the ability to allow us to light up the 20, at S:lS in Ford Hall audi-
administration with new and fresh ideas, or permit it to remain torium. 
in darkness. The Quintet includes Shaul 
An efficient W.G.B. must be aware of and be able to work Ben-Meir, flute; Peter Hedrick, 
· with both the women students that it represents and the ad- oboe; Charles Bay, clarinet; Ed-
ministration. It can only be as effective as you want it· to be. ward Gobrecht, bassoon; and 
A line of communication must be established in order for these Marvin Howe, French horn. They 
. . will be assisted by Donald Sinta, 
three separate ent1t1es to work as one, so goals can be reached saxaphone. 
as rapidly and as sensi~ly as possible. The program will include 
Signed: Su~ Bergholtz, Judy B~ll, Marge Berardic!Jrti, Li~da "Quintet, Opus 79," by August 
Brown, Sue-Hill, Betty Hoerner, Lmda Johnson, Marilyn Smith, Klughardt· "Allegro and Arioso 
Susan Spitz, Susan Zaher. r-----------i for Five ~ind Instruments," by 
Ingolf Dahl; "Chamber Music for 
Alto Saxophone and Woodwind 
Quintet" by Waite; S. Hartley; 
- .. ~ 
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Lac·rosse Club Clobbers Geneseo 
Next time you 
need GAS 
Pull into CA YUGA CAR 
and "Quintette" by Henri To- Unidentified players tussle for baH in last Saturday's smashing victory over Geneseo State. For 
Fish Sandwich 25c 
323 Elmira Rd. 
Ithaca 
WASH. Get your car 
washed for: 
79c with purch. of 20 gal. 
99c with purch, of 15 gal. 
1.49 with purch. of 1 O gal. 
Check our pump prices--
It's the best buy In town 
CA YUGA C.ARWASH 
230 S. Cayuga St. 
Ithaca 
2100 L~KE ROAD ELMIRA, N.Y. 
PHONE 732 • 2334 
~UUlt!,IJJ, 
ONE HALF BARBECUED CHICKEN 
With Salad, French Fries, Rolls and Coffee 
$1.85 
~ 
CHILD'S DINNER (under 12) ............ $1.25 
· !!!seaa 
'Y2 CHICKEN ON PLATTER W/rolls ....... $1.35 
J· BONE STEAK ........................ $2.95 
.~IE{? JUMBO SHRIMP ................ $1.75 
5 
_ RL Y'S HAM SPECIAL ................ $1.35 
'~ I 
{ ( Delicious Baked Ham on Buttered, Toasted 
,\: 
;_}; Bun with French Fries, Salad and Coffee ) 
,. IED OYSTERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.90 
y'-
LLOPS ................................ $1.90 
. ·~H (Haddock) ........ , ........ : ......... $1.25 
!I,~ 
masi. full story see page 8. 
0-0-0-.0-0 
. .. those French Fried Onion Rings 
down in the 
VALLEY HOUSE 
801 WEST BUFF.ALO 
(Available from our CARRY-OUT SERVICE, tool) 
<..!btchen 
OUR SAUCES AND DRESSINGS 
ARE ESPECIALLY PREPARED 
The 
Pastry Shop 
FOR EXCELLENT 
HOME· BAKING 
113 N. Aurora St. 
Ithaca 
CLOVER CLUB 
356 Elmira Rd, 
DANCING 
Every Evening 
• 
Exotic Oriental Dancers 
Every Night But Sunday 
•• 
Sundays • Rock & Roll 
369 ELMIRA ROAD ITHACA, N.Y. 
PHONE 273 • 9466 
TEXAS HOTS . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. $.35 
HAMBURGERS ....................... , . . . .35 
MEXICAN HAMBURGERS ................ . 45 
CHEESEBURGERS ........................ . 40 
CUBE STEAK ............................. . 85 
CHICKEN BARBECUE ..................... 50 
BEEF BARBECUE .......................... 50 
HAM BARBECUE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50 
GRILLED CHEESE ......................... 35 
TOASTED TUN A FISH .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . .SO 
BAKED HAM ON BUN ..................... 65 
GRILLED I:IAM & CHEESE .............. ·. . . .65 
~ii!lli21 
FRENCH FRIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .25 
CABBAGE SALAD ......................... 25 
APPLE SAUCE ............................ . 20 
COTT AGE CHEESE ........................ . 20 
e~ ew.,, .,,_. 6~ 
. ME MADE PECAN PIE .................. ,40 Three 
CAN PIE ALA MODE ............... , .. .SO COFFEE ................................... .10 
TAKE HOME 
· PER STRAWBERRY SHORTCAKE ...... SO 
Air Conditioned 
Dining Rooms 
'fEA ...................................... 10 
ICED TEA .................................. 10 
•, (Served with Dip of Ice Cream) 
ER-BERT· ...............................• 20 
CREAM ( Oloc:olate or Vanilla) . . . . . . . . . . .20 
0
PLE anl CHERRY PIE .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . .25 
CARRYOUT 
SERVICE 
A Whole Barbecued 
CHICKEN 
Cooked - Ready to Eat 
W/rolls $2.07 
MILK ..................................... .15 
CHOCOLATE DRINK ...................... 15 
COCA COLA . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .10 
ROOT BEER ............................... 10 
MILK SHAKES (chocolate or vanilla) ......... 30 
It 11 Always A Pleasure For The Staff And Management Of €urtp•5 ~bicftttl ~OUSt 
To Serve You With The lest Of Quality Food And Provide You With Fast Efficient Service. 
Catering Service FREE DELIVERY • ORDERS- OF $ 25 ~ OR MORE Your- Hosts • /ad. 80ipl, & Riduvul P0'14o#cii44 
JUST BEFORE ITHAC.A BOWL 
!'" 
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Varsity Baseball 
Opens Season 
The Sports· Scope 
by Bill Goodhue 
As most of you must know by n_ow, Senior Jim Harris has 
CALENDAR 
OF 
EVENTS 
signed to tryout with the Houston Oilers of the American Foot- Friday, April 22 
Bombers Drop Opener 
To Colgat:e 6 - 4 
Errors, erratic pitching, and 
spotty hitting spelled defeat on 
South Hill Tuesday afternoon as 
Coach Wood's Bombers dropped 
the season opener to Colgate 6-4 
in eleven innings. 
I.C.'s starting nine were Roy 
Wiedinmyer, P; Don Roesner, C; 
Dan Hain lB; Jerry Foody, 2B; 
Frank Fazio, 2B; John Terista, 
SS; Don Lando, LF; Angie Giug-
liano, CF; and Lou DiParisi, RF. 
Colgate-First inning-no runs, 
one hit, no errors. 
Ithaca - First inning - Fazlo 
reached first on a fielding error 
and advanced on a throwing error. 
Foody flied out to first. Fazio 
went to third on a wild pitch 
and scored as DiParisi grounded 
out second to first. Lando ripped 
a single down· the first base line 
and Giugliano flied out to short-
stop to end the inning. 
Colgate-Second inning-two 
runs, three hits, no errors. 
Ithaca-Second inning-Haire 
led off with a line shot double 
out around the 360 mark in left 
center. Terista flied out and 
Roesner grounded out. Wiedin-
myer walked with Haire remain-
ing on second. Fazio singled ad-
vancing the runners one base, 
Foody grounded to short and 
forced Fazio at second. 
Colgate - Third inning - no 
runs, no hits, no errors. 
Ithaca-Third inning-Di Pa-
broke up the double play attempt. 
Lando followed ~th a towering 
drive over the center field fence 
for a three-run homer. Giugliano 
walked and stole second, ad-
vanced to third when Haire 
grounded out, and was left strand-
ed when Teista grounded out. 
Colgate - Sixth inning - no 
runs, no hits, two errors. 
Ithaca-Sixth inning-Roesner 
grounded out and Fox, who re-
placed Wiedinmyer in the fifth, 
and Fazio flied out. 
Colgate-seventh inning-one 
run, no hits, two errors. 
Ithaca-Seventh inning-Foody 
flied out. DiParisi walked. Lando 
flied out to right and Giugliano 
grounded out. 
Colgate - Eighth inning - no 
runs, one hit, no errors. 
Ithaca-Eighth inning-Haine 
led off with a walk and was re-
moved when a pinch runner, 
Hamlin, was brought in. Terista 
sacrificed Hamlin to second. 
Roesner grounded out with Ham-
lin moving to third. Fox ground-
ed out. 
Colgate - Ninth inning - no 
runs, no hits, no errors. 
Ithaca - Ninth inning - Fazio 
led off with a single and advanced 
risi grounded out, L'!Uldo flied to second on a sacrifice bunt by 
out, and Guigliano grounded out. Foody. DiParisi walked and was 
Colgate-Fourth inning-one forced at second by Lando with 
run, one bit, two errors. Fazio going down to third. Giugli-
Ithaca-Fourth inning-Haire ano struck out. 
grounded out, Terista walked, Colgate - Tenth inning - no 
Roesner and Ray Fell, pinch hit- runs, no hits, one error. 
ting for Wiedinmyer, struck out. Ithaca -Tenth inning - V~e-
Colgate-Fifth inning-no runs, sente struck out. Teistla walked, 
no hits, no errors. but was left as Roesour aud John 
Ithaca - Fifth inning - Fazio Fortuna, who replaced Fox in the 
walked and advanced to third tenth, flied out. 
when Foody executed a perfect Colgate-Eleventh inning-two 
hit and run by singling .to right runs, three hits, one error. 
behind Fazio who had already Ithaca-Eleventh inning-Fazio 
gone on to second. Di Parisi and Foody grounded out. DiParisi 
grounded out to short, but Foody struck out. 
THE DERBY 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
Pleasant Atmosphere 
for dates 
Ithaca Shopping Plaza 
Elmira Rd. 
272-9715 
BOOL'S 
FLOWER SHOP 
Next to Ithaca Hotel 
215 E. State 
Select - Don't Settle 
.... VOTE 
On Tuesday 
FRATERNITY JEWELRY 
by L. -G. BALFOUR CO. 
Ithaca College Class Rings 
Ray Robinson-Rothschild's Dept. Store 
First Floor 
BADGES- FAVORS- MUGS-TROPHIES 
Phone AR 2-5000 
Varsity Nine 
Down E. S'burg 
Score 5 Runs 
In ·Eight·h Inning 
Stroudsburg Rally 
Halted In Ninth 
Ithaca exploded with a five run 
eighth inning on Wednesday and 
held off a ninth inning rally by 
visiting East Stroudsburg to gain 
an 8-4 victory. 
ball League. His physical abilities will have to be judged by 6:00-News 
Houston, but with the desire, perseverance, and leadership Jim 6:15-Ricbard Burton's Ham. 
has shown in all he has done, it is sure th.at he will give it all let-WICB FM Special 
9:00-Escapade he's got. Harris will be competing against the best and it's a 12:00-Sign off 
great honor to be considered in such company. Saturday, Aprll 16 
The Cornell basketball team will be taking on Kentl!cky and 2:30p-.m., Freshman baseball, 
Butler next .year in place of a holiday tournament over Christ- Cornell, Freeman Field 
mas vacation. 32:00p.m., Lacrosse Club, Ro. 
As every season starts a rash of predictions are made about cheSler, Lacrosse Field , 
what the finai outcome will be in that particular sport. Spring Tuesday, April 19 
1 
is in the air, ·Yankee fans are praying for a healthy Mantle, a 3:oOp.m., Freshman baseball, Col- J' 
· 1· d M · F d d b d I h gate, Freeman Field rev1ta 1ze ans, a strong .or an some o y to p ay s ort- Wednesday April 20 
stop, but Minnesota just has one worry- the rules allow only l:OOp.m., Student recital, Ford , 
nine hitters in the lineup at a time. Minnesota first in the Ameri- Hall auditorium · 
can I:eague with the Yanks down around fifth or sixth. Tne 8:15p.m., Concert, Ithaca Wood. 
Dodgers just gave away a couple hundred grand to insure an- wi~d Quintet, Ford Hall audl-
other pennant, but you need runs to win and Maury isn't get- tonum . 
ting any younger. Atlanta has a new home and all it takes to Thursday, Apr~I 21 i: 
· p· b h · · k h · l f ff p· b h 8:15p.m.., Lecture, Richard Hof. • 
wm. 1tts urg 1s eager to pie up w ere 1t e t· o . 1tts urg , stadter . h1storia "Anti-i t J. 
Atlanta, San Francisco, Cincinnati, Los Angeles, in that order. lecturui;m in ~erican Li~: .. 
. ' 
Sophomore Bob Klausne~ went 
the route for the Bombers and _______________________ _ 
pitched effectively giving up only 
Recreation Room, Egbert 
Union 
one earned run. 
The score was tied at 3-3 when 
I.C. came to bat in the bottom of 
the eighth. Foody led off the 
inning with a· walk and stole sec-
ond. DiParisi sacrificed him to 
third. Lando and Giugliano were 
both intentionally walked to load 
the bases as Stroudsburg hoped 
to set up the force play. 
8:15p.m., Kappa Gamma Psi 
Ithaca College Lacrosse Clu'b Music~rl:::~ .::. :ditorium 
• - l:OOp.m., Varsity golf, Hobart, 
Runs Over Geneseo 15 • 3 4:::7.:mn:!!i~~~::i:~:~ce, 
soprano, and David Johnson, 
Led by freshmen Al Burczak The game was a wide open af. baritone, Ford Hall auditorium 
and Roy :E_>atterson, the I.C. La- fair with numerous fouls. Ithaca 8:15p.m., Concert, U.S. Air Force 
committed ·seventeen infractions Band, Ford Hall auditorium crosse Club ran over, aroundrand 
through Geneseo State Saturday 
afternoon on South Hill 15-3. 
Burczak drilled the state nets 
and Geneseo eight. The ~ombers Saturday, April 23 
l:OOp.m., Varsity baseball, Hart, 
record is 1-0 and Genesco's, 0-1. wick (doubleheader) Freeman 
Field 
2:00p.m., Recital, Sherry Abrams, Scoring 
gls. asts. pts. flute, Ford }Jall auditorium 
A. Burczak 5 2 7 Exhibits 
The plan backfired, however, 
when Valesente walked sending 
Foody home. Terista then fol-
lowed with k single and Valesente 
moved to third. Hinell then sent 
a grounder to the shortstop, who 
fired home to nail Valesente on a 
play in which George was obvi-
ously safe. 
Klausner sent a single to right 
to score Terista and Hinell. Fazio 
singled, but was left as Foody 
grounded out. 
for five goals and chipped in 
with two assists. "Flash" Patter-
son scored three goals and added 
three assists. Other · Bomber R. Pa~rson 
K. Gerbino 
3 3 6 Egbert Union-Student Lounge, 1:. 
student art · show 
Hitting leaders were Terista 
with three singles, Don Lando, 
a double and a single, Lou Di-
Parisi, two singles, and Dan 
Haire with a double. 
Dair1.1 Queen 
I• 
- . 
On the Elmira Road 
scorers were Scott Kempe, two 
goals and one assist, Ken Ger-
bino, one goal and three assists, 
Neil Cinquimani, one goal· and 
one assist, Bob Schumacher, Ken 
Takayoma, Drayton Jones, one 
go;tl, and Dave Foster, one assist. 
FAHEY 
Rexall Pharmacy 
and 
Perfume Shop 
154 E. State St. 
AR 2-2222 
FREE DB.MRY 
S. Kempe 
N. Cinquemani 
B. Schumacher 
D. Jones 
K. Takayama 
D. Foster 
I 
2 
I 
1 
1 
I 
0 
3 
I 
I 
0 
0 
0 
1 
Dec.orate Your Room 
with a beautiful 
TRAVRPOmR 
A new supply at 
Corner ·Book Store 
109 N. Tioga St. 
Downtown Ithaca 
"Your Electronics Supermarket" 
1201 Dryden Rd.• Ithaca 
By N.Y.S. Electric & Gas Co. 
AU AMERICAN 
BOY 
OF THE WEEK 
DOUGlAS BUSHNELL 
A & s 66 
receives 5 gallons of 
gas FREE 
at 
Headq,,arte,s lo,: all 
SMOKER'S SUPPLIES 
PAPER BOUND BOOKS 
Be A Swinger 
SWING 
A Golf Club 
A Softball or Baseball Bat 
A Fishing Rod or FRISBEES 
J~S~Qiwtt 
4 
· Ford Hall-Auditorium Lobby, 
3 Primitive Arts, Guinea and 
New Guinea 2 
1 Children's paintings, Ithaca 
1 School District 
Pre-Columbian Pottery 1 Library-Lobby, , Pre-Columbian 
1 Mexican Sculptures 
PARTHENON 
RESTAURANT 
For a combination 
of good food 
and f5leasant 
atmosphere 
116 N. Aurora Street 
Ithaca 
ACADEMY 
BEAUTY SALON 
113 S. C-ayuga St. 
Open every ·evenir,g till 10:00 
Saturday till 5:00 p.m. 
272-5460 
Frank's American 
201 W. Seneca St. 
EVERYTHING THAT'S FUN · PHONE AR 3-3030 
420 EDDY STREET ITHACA. N.Y. 
.. 
